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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Within  the framework  of  the  model  of  granular  roughness  formed  by  a large  number  of  small  grains
distributed  over  the  surface  of a sphere,  the accelerated  combined  motion  of  the  sphere  and  the spherical
grains  attached  to  its  surface  in  a resting  ideal  fluid  is  considered.  Using  the  self-consistent  field  method,
an  expression  is  obtained  for the  virtual  mass  of the  rough  sphere  as a  function  of  the size of  the  grains
and  their  distribution  over  the sphere  surface.  For  a statistically  uniform  distribution  of  the  grains  over
the  sphere  surface,  the  dependence  of  the  mean  value  of the  virtual  mass  of  the  rough  sphere  on  the  grain
size  is determined  in  the  first  approximation  in their  volume  fraction.

©  2017  Elsevier  Ltd. All  rights  reserved.

There are a number of models of a rough surface which are used to solve various boundary value problems of physics and mechanics
(e.g., Refs 1–12, etc.). The need to construct such models is due to the fact that solution of the boundary value problems in their classical
formulation in the presence of rough surfaces leads to mathematical difficulties of an insuperable nature, associated with the fact that the
boundary conditions must be formulated on a surface of very complicated and unpredictable geometry. Therefore, the main goal of many
papers has been to derive statistically equivalent, averaged boundary conditions on some smooth surface approximating the rough surface,
which would make it possible to formulate the boundary value problem with a smooth surface, but with modified boundary conditions
on it. In the derivation of averaged boundary conditions, authors have based themselves on different models of the microstructure of the
surface roughness, such as the wavy model, the bosses model, the striped model, and others. Apparently, different models correspond to
different real types of roughness of the surfaces encountered in nature.

Below, a model of granular roughness formed by a large number of small spherical grains on a smooth surface is considered. At one
time, the self-consistent field method was developed13–16 to obtain analytical solutions of problems on the combined motion of any finite
number of spheres in an ideal fluid. This method was  later applied17 to problems on the combined motion of spheres of different size,
including the case of rigid bonds between them.18 Within the framework of the adopted roughness model, this makes it possible to solve
the problem of the motion of a rough sphere in an ideal fluid on the basis of using this method with its subsequent application to the results
of averaging19,20 over various possible positions of the grains on the surface of a smooth sphere.

In connection with an estimate of the region of applicability of the obtained results, it must be borne in mind that the problem is solved
in the purely hydrodynamic approximation. Therefore, the concept of point-like grains, used in some fields in regard to grains, is applied
here only as a physical characteristic of smallness of their size in relation to the size of the spherical body.

1. Finite system of particles

Let us consider a cluster formed by a large sphere of radius R̃ and a system of N spherical grains of radius a distributed in space near
this sphere. We  will assume that the grains are rigidly fastened in some way to the large sphere and are thus deprived of the possibility of
moving relative to its surface as the cluster moves in the fluid. We  will number all the spheres from 0 to N. The superscript 0 pertains to
the large sphere, and the remaining superscripts pertain to the grains. We  denote the coordinates of the centres of the large sphere and
the grains as x(0)

� and x(i)
� (i = 1, 2,.., N), respectively. Let us consider the problem when the large sphere at some time begins to move with

specified linear acceleration U̇(0)
� under the action of an external force in the resting ideal fluid. As is well known, the classical formulation

of this problem under the assumption of potential fluid flow consists in solving the Laplace equation for the velocity potential � and
satisfaction of the boundary conditions of fluid flow at the surface of the large sphere and all the grains.
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Within the framework of the previously developed self-consistent field method,13–17 boundary problems of the dynamics of N spheres
in an ideal fluid under the assumption of potential flow reduce to the formal solution of a system of equations for the tensor coefficients
C(i)

�1...�n
entering into the obtained exact solutions of such problems. For the problem formulated above, this solution for the velocity

potential has the form17

(1.1)

and the partial derivatives with respect to time of the tensor coefficients, Ċ(i)
�1...�n

, satisfy the infinite (1 ≤ n < ∞)  algebraic system of
equations

(1.2)

where eq is the unit vector in the direction of the specified acceleration U̇(0)
� .

Here and below, the tensor notation with condition summation over repeated coordinate subscripts taking values from 1 to 3 is adopted.
This condition does not extend only to the variable Ri. The superscripts refer to the grains, and in order to distinguish them from exponents,
they are enclosed in parentheses. Relations (1.1) and (1.2) are written in dimensionless form. The characteristic distance between centres
of neighbouring grains L and the specified acceleration of the sphere U̇(0)

� are taken as scales of the corresponding quantities.
It must be emphasized that solution (1.1) satisfies boundary conditions of fluid flow on the surface of the sphere and all the grains in

the case when the tensor coefficients Ċ(i)
�1...�n

satisfy Eqs. (1.2).

In general, when the accelerations of the grains U̇(0)
q are not specified, system (1.2) is open, and it becomes necessary to supplement it

with the equations of motion of the particles taking into account the bonding conditions between them and the large sphere. However,
if we limit the discussion to clusters possessing a symmetric structure relative to the axis, along which the external force acts, then the
equations of motion of the sphere and the grains with the bonding conditions between them, obviously reduce to the simple kinematic
relation

(1.3)

The physical condition (1.3) implies that the large sphere and all the grains rigidly fastened to it move with the same acceleration.
It should be noted that the condition of axial symmetry in the arrangement of the grains relative to the sphere does not impose any

fundamental limitation on the application of the developed solution method for such problems. In the given case, it has been adopted to
simplify the exposition since in this case there is no need to consider effects associated with rotation of the cluster, which is not the subject
of interest here.

Thus, the problem of determining the velocity potential (1.1) reduces to finding the coefficients Ċ(i)
�1...�n

from system of equations (1.2)
together with conditions (1.3).

If we adopt the assumption of smallness of the parameter � = a/L, then all of the unknown functions can be sought in the form of power
series in this parameter:

(1.4)
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